
Fast Facts

Company
Vallen Safety Services 
-  Leader in providing ITM services to 

petrochemical and light manufacturing 
facilities.

-  Operates numerous service centers 
and mobile units throughout the 
United States.

-  Turnkey life safety system services 
include every facet from survey 
and design to installation and 
commissioning.

Challenges
-  Elevated risk profile and liability 

associated with petrochemical and 
light manufacturing facilities.

-  Unverifiable, inefficient and 
inconsistent paper reporting.

-  Elongated periods of increased liability 
for company and customers associated 
with unaddressed deficiencies 
between time of inspection and report 
receipt.

-  Achieving the ITM technician 
performance visibility needed to 
implement an effective quality 
assurance program.

Company Profile
Vallen delivers a broad portfolio of products and services multi-nationally. This allows 
customers to consolidate procurement functions for numerous supplier and service 
provider needs across diverse geographic and solution spectrums. Vallen Safety Services 
(VSS) serves some of the world’s largest industrial companies across operations in 
Canada, the Unites States and Mexico. 

With numerous service centers and mobile service units, VSS provides inspection, testing 
and maintenance for large industrial manufacturers specializing in petrochemical facilities 
and light manufacturing customers. Based in Charlotte, North Carolina, the company has 
made numerous acquisitions over the years and serves multiple Fortune 500 industrial 
and manufacturing companies.

Challenge
According to a report published in 2002 by the National Fire Protection Association, an 
average of 228 fires or explosions were reported in or at petroleum refineries or natural 
gas plants per year from 1994 to 1998.1 A more recent report from April 2016 uncovered 
the following statistics:

•  U.S. fire departments responded to an estimated average of 37,000 fires at industrial or 
manufacturing properties each year, with annual losses from these fires estimated at 
18 civilian deaths, 279 civilian injuries and $1 billion in direct property damage. 2

•  Structure fires accounted for 20% of the fires, but 47% of civilian deaths, 82% of civilian 
injuries and 69% of direct property damage.2

“You have to be careful about saying, ‘This needs to be done.’ 

Is it your opinion this needs to be done, or does OSHA, NFPA 

or NIOSH say it needs to be done?” 

 –  Matt Dulaney, Director of Business Development, 
Vallen Safety Services
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1 Author not cited (2002). Petroleum Refineries and Natural Gas Plants (Rep.). National Fire Protection Association.
2 Campbell, R. (2016). Fires in U.S. Industrial or Manufacturing Properties (Rep.). National Fire Protection Association.



•  Heating equipment (14% of total) and shop tools and industrial equipment (also 14% of 
total) were the leading causes of structure fires in industrial or manufacturing facilities.2

•  A mechanical failure or malfunction was a contributing factor to the ignition of one in 
four structure fires (24%) in industrial or manufacturing properties, accounting for 23% 
of civilian injuries and 21% of direct property damage.2

Industrial – and particularly petrochemical – occupancy types inherently have an elevated 
risk profile due to the materials housed in, and processes conducted at, such facilities. 
Not only can an incident often have very serious consequences for the property and the 
people within the facility, but even minor incidents can lead to costly downtime in terms 
of productivity and financial losses. For example, a study by automobile manufacturers 
in 2006 estimated the cost of downtime in a manufacturing facility to be $22,000 per 
minute, or $1.3 million per hour.3

With so much at risk, ensuring the proper working order of fire and life safety systems 
in these facilities is a critical operational function that cannot be left to chance. In addition, 
having visibility and insight into what systems are most at risk, and what replacement 
parts and devices should be stocked onsite to minimize potential downtime, can be 
challenging at best with traditional paper inspection reporting. Paper reporting can 
also prove problematic in developing and executing a successful preventative 
maintenance program. 

Traditional paper reporting is a cumbersome, time-consuming process, and the 
turnaround time to provide customers with a paper report can take weeks. VSS, as a 
trusted service provider for large international organizations diverse geographic footprints 
and large-scale, complex industrial operations, needed to streamline compliance 
inspection reporting processes. The faster it can deliver ITM reporting and notify facility 
personnel of deficiencies in their fire and life safety systems, the faster those issues can 
be addressed, thus reducing liability for both entities.

Vallen also employs hundreds of certified and professionally trained technicians. But even 
the most certified and highly trained professionals can have bad days or make mistakes. 
For these and a host of other reasons, achieving visibility into key performance metrics 
and enabling best-in-class quality assurance are vital to ensuring that human error does 
not translate into fire and life safety incidents.

Solution
To address these challenges, Vallen partnered with BuildingReports, a provider of 
mobile barcode-scanning inspection technology and web-based compliance reporting 
for fire alarm, water-based sprinkler, suppression, life safety, security and HVACR 
systems. Vallen evaluated several of the solutions on the market but ultimately 
selected BuildingReports’ ScanSeries®. Vallen’s branches in the United States utilize 
BuildingReports’ mobile inspection solution suite, ScanSeries®, for inspection of more 
than 840,000 fire and life safety devices annually.

“BuildingReports had the most comprehensive system at the time we made the decision,” 
says Dan Lamison, Director of Operations for VSS. “The service encompassed all of 
the types of inspections that we perform as a full-service provider. Based on previous 
experience, we prefer not to sign on with providers that could only fulfill a piece or 
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Solutions

-  Vallen’s integrated services spanning 
North America, leveraging highly 
trained and certified technicians who 
specialize in industrial facility fire and 
life safety systems.

-  BuildingReports industry-leading 
technology: ScanSeries suite, 
Embedded Codes & Standards, 
BRForms, ManagerSeries 
suite (SchedulingManager, 
NotificationsManager, ServiceManager 
and DocDrive).

Results

-  Reduced risk & liability profile

-  Achieved objective evidence of 
compliance

-  Gained the insight and visibility 
necessary to implement a QA and 
performance audit program

-  Provided consistency in reporting 
across operations



percentage of what we need, if possible. It was too far of a stretch 
for (other providers) technology to fulfill all of our customers’ 
needs, so we opted for BuildingReports.

“The primary purpose that drove us to find a solution is that 
manual paper reporting is not timely and can potentially be 
inaccurate,” Cody Payne, Vice President for VSS explains on why 
they sought out an electronic solution. “Speed (of delivery) and 
ease of providing reports were primary factors that drove our 
interest in electronic reporting.”

Matt Dulaney, Business Development Manager for Vallen, also 
alludes to an aspect that they weren’t aware they needed. “One 
of the things we didn’t know we were looking for at the time we 
began evaluating solutions, but has shown itself to be critical for 
our path moving forward, is the third-party compliance oversight 
to ensure that a service company has the proper licenses and 
certifications to do the job.” 

Because BuildingReports Members are an extension of the brand, 
BuildingReports thoroughly qualifies new members through a 
rigorous membership application process that includes mandatory 
training for those approved to join the network. The market-leading 
technology provider also offers a program called TrueCompliance, 
a third-party verification service that can independently verify the 
credentials, insurance, licenses and certifications of the service 
company and its employees.

“In the safety business, we all have opinions,” continues Dulaney. 
“You have to be careful about saying, ‘This needs to be done.’ Is it 
your opinion this needs to be done, or does OSHA, NFPA or NIOSH 
say it needs to be done?” BuildingReports’ Embedded Codes & 
Standards feature provides verbatim code references next to 
deficiencies, along with the opportunity to provide images of 
damaged devices with DocDrive, so our customers know why they 
need to take corrective action. “That’s really been a game changer 
for our customers,” says Dulaney.

“Our ability to take an integrated services approach allows us to 
meet the customers’ demand to consolidate multiple commodities 
under one provider,” says Payne. “They want consolidation 
of services, they want fewer technicians and they want less 

traffic in their facilities. Our ability to come in and provide these 
integrated services under our umbrella versus using five or six 
specialized competitors allows them to save money and cut down 
on managing multiple resources. With BuildingReports, we can 
achieve the same streamlined offering by providing the spectrum 
of compliance reports through a single channel, for a single facility 
or multiple facilities.”

In an industry where operations span large geographic footprints, 
Vallen takes full advantage of its North American footprint in 
order to maximize national and international opportunities. As 
Payne explains, “We’ve definitely seen a shift in our business 
from local, to regional, to national and even global in some 
situations. (Consistency of) services are a challenge to replicate 
globally, but because of our footprint, we have the ability to 
attempt to provide consistent service with common customers 
across a large geography.”

“But even just in the U.S., our ability to be the primary service 
provider for a Fortune 500 oil and gas company across its entire 
enterprise has become increasingly important. These customers 
want consistency of service and reporting, combined with cost 
savings, from a partner that can provide integrated services 
nationally,” says Payne. “Those three benefits are the pillars that 
have helped us grow our business.”

Results
Reduced Risk & Liability Profile
Elongated turnaround times for the production and delivery of 
paper-based compliance reporting translate into extended liability 
periods. This means unaddressed device deficiencies put a facility 
at risk unnecessarily, translating into larger liability windows for 
the ITM service provider and facility owner. By automating the 
inspection and reporting process, Vallen dramatically reduces the 
time it takes to make those deficiencies known to the customer, 
who can then quickly approve repairs and replacement.

Achieving Objective Evidence of Compliance
With the BuildingReports’ ScanSeries® mobile bar code scanning 
system, every device inspected includes a time and date stamp 

“Speed (of delivery) and ease of reproducing reports were 
primary factors that drove our interest in electronic reporting.”  

– Cody Payne, Vice President, Vallen Safety Services



About BuildingReports
Building-safety compliance is critical to service companies, building owners, and fire 
and safety officials who are charged with safeguarding occupants. BuildingReports’ 
mobile and online inspection reporting tools enable inspectors to quickly gather data 
on fire and life safety devices to ensure that these devices are working properly and 
meet code requirements, and to identify actions needed to meet compliance through 
easily verifiable inspection reports. With millions of inspection reports for hundreds 
of thousands of buildings, and more than 10 billion square feet of floor space, 
BuildingReports has earned its reputation as the most trusted name in compliance 
reporting. Learn more at www.buildingreports.com.

About Vallen Safety Services
Since our beginning over half a century ago, Vallen Safety Services has been committed to 
a single mission: Protecting People and Assets. For decades, our core business has long 
been established for the distribution of industrial, electrical and safety products. Today, 
we’re increasingly focused on expanding our safety offerings with the rising demand 
for outsourced safety services. With our relentless commitment to customer service, 
Vallen Safety Services (VSS) has truly become North America’s premier provider of fully 
integrated safety services. Learn more at www.vallen.com. 
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of when that device was scanned, who scanned it and what the test results were. In 
addition, the system tracks and records what device deficiencies were reported and 
whether repairs or corrections were made. This allows Vallen to produce the objective 
evidence required for proof of compliance.

Performance Management & Quality Assurance
Vallen Safety Services has instituted a quality assurance program partially designed 
around leveraging facility and field service reporting available through BuildingReports. 
Supervisors can access and analyze key performance indicators – such as time to inspect 
a device or facility, or failure rates for certain device types – to gain insight into job and 
system performance. They can even use heat maps to evaluate technician performance 
relative to other employees. At the end of the day, field service management can identify 
top performers, benchmark field service statistics across the organization, and identify 
opportunities for re-training and process improvement.

Operational Consistency
With BuildingReports, Vallen can provide consistent reporting detail and formats across 
multiple branch offices and customers, all through a single one-stop portal available 24/7 
to customers. This convenience and dependability translate into numerous benefits for 
customers charged with managing large-scale operations spread across large geographic 
areas. The net result is an attractive proposition for potential new customers and a 
powerful value-add service for existing customers.


